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ON JACOBSON’S LEMMA AND CLINE’S FORMULA
FOR DRAZIN INVERSES

DIJANA MOSIĆ

Abstract. Under new conditions bac = bdb and cdb = cac, we present ex-
tensions of Jacobson’s lemma and Cline’s formula for the generalized Drazin
inverse and pseudo Drazin inverse in a ring. Applying these results, we give
Jacobson’s lemma for the Drazin inverse, group inverse, and ordinary inverse,
and Cline’s formula for the Drazin inverse.

1. Introduction

Let R be an associative ring with unit 1. We use R−1 and Rnil to denote the
sets of all invertible and nilpotent elements of R, respectively. An element q ∈ R
is quasinilpotent if 1 + xq ∈ R−1 for all x ∈ comm(q), where comm(q) = {z ∈ R :
qz = zq} is the commutant of q. The set of all quasinilpotent elements of R will
be denoted by Rqnil.

The concept of the generalized Drazin inverse in Banach algebras was introduced
by Koliha [7]. Koliha and Patŕıcio [8] extended this notion from Banach algebras
to rings. The generalized Drazin inverse of an element a ∈ R is an element x ∈ R
such that

x ∈ comm2(a), xax = x, and a(1− ax) ∈ Rqnil,

where comm2(a) = {z ∈ R : zy = yz for all y ∈ comm(a)} is the double commu-
tant of a. If the generalized Drazin inverse x of a exists, then it is unique [8] and is
denoted by ad. In Banach algebras it is enough to assume x ∈ comm(a) instead of
x ∈ comm2(a) in the definition of the generalized Drazin inverse. Rd will denote
the set of all generalized Drazin invertible elements of R.

Lemma 1.1 ([8, Theorem 4.2]). Let a ∈ R. Then a ∈ Rd if and only if there
exists p = p2 ∈ R such that

p ∈ comm2(a), a+ p ∈ R−1, and ap ∈ Rqnil.

In this case, p = 1− aad is a spectral idempotent of a and will be denoted by aπ.
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In the case that a(1 − ax) ∈ Rnil instead of a(1 − ax) ∈ Rqnil in the definition
of the generalized Drazin inverse, ad = aD is the Drazin inverse of a [5]. The
condition of a − a2x being nilpotent is equivalent to ak+1x = ak, for some non-
negative integer k. The smallest such k is called the index of a and it is denoted
by ind(a). When a = axa instead of a − a2x ∈ Rnil in the definition of the
Drazin inverse, aD = a# is the group inverse of a. The subsets of R composed of
Drazin invertible and group invertible elements will be denoted by RD and R#,
respectively. The concept of Drazin inverse plays an important role in various
fields like Markov chains, singular differential and difference equations, iterative
methods, etc. [1].

The pseudo Drazin inverse was defined in associative rings [15] as an intermediate
between Drazin inverse and generalized Drazin inverse. An element a ∈ R is pseudo
Drazin invertible if there exists x ∈ R such that

x ∈ comm2(a), xax = x, and ak − ak+1x ∈ J(R),

for some k ≥ 0, where J(R) = {b ∈ R : 1 + by ∈ R−1, for any y ∈ R} is the
Jacobson radical of R. The pseudo Drazin inverse of a is unique, if it exists, and
is denoted by apD. The set of all pseudo Drazin invertible elements of R will
be denoted by RpD. Also, aπ = 1 − aapD. Recall that, by [9, Corollary 4.2], if
a ∈ J(R) and b ∈ R, then ab, ba ∈ J(R). For some interesting properties of the
pseudo Drazin inverse see [21, 23].

In 1965, Cline [3] showed that if ab is Drazin invertible, then ba is Drazin invert-
ible too, and the so-called Cline’s formula (ba)D = b((ab)D)2a holds. In [11, 13, 19],
Cline’s formula was generalized to the case of generalized Drazin invertibility.

It is well known that Jacobson’s lemma states the following:

Lemma 1.2. Let a, b ∈ R. If 1− ab ∈ R−1, then 1− ba ∈ R−1 and (1− ba)−1 =
1 + b(1− ab)−1a.

Jacobson’s lemma has suitable analogues for the group, Drazin, and generalized
Drazin inverses [2, 22].

In the case that aba = aca, Corach, Duggal, and Harte [4] generalized Jacobson’s
lemma and proved that if 1 − ac is invertible, then 1 − ba is invertible too and
(1− ba)−1 = 1 + b(1− ac)−1a. Cline’s formula for Drazin and generalized Drazin
inverses in a ring under the condition aba = aca was extended in [10, 20].

Yan and Fang [16] investigated invertibility of 1 − ac and 1 − bd, for bounded
linear operators between Banach spaces, whenever acd = dbd and dba = aca. We
observe that, for d = a, aba = aca. In [14, 17], the generalizations of Jacobson’s
lemma were given in a ring when acd = dbd and (bdb = bac or dba = aca). When
acd = dbd and dba = aca, Cline’s formula for generalized and Drazin invertibility
was studied in [12, 19].

In [18], under new conditions bac = bdb and cdb = cac for bounded linear
operators between Banach spaces, the authors proved that 1 − ac is invertible if
and only if 1 − bd is invertible. Also, they showed that the previous equivalence
holds for the generalized Drazin and Drazin invertibility by spectral properties.
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Using conditions introduced in [18], we obtain that 1− bd is generalized Drazin
invertible if and only if 1−ac is generalized Drazin invertible for elements of a ring.
Thus, we extend some results from [18] to rings, giving expressions for (1−bd)d and
(1− ac)d, but not using spectral properties. We also present the generalization of
Jacobson’s lemma for the Drazin inverse, group inverse, and pseudo Drazin inverse
in a ring in the case that bac = bdb and cdb = cac. The corresponding results are
proved for Cline’s formula.

2. Jacobson’s lemma for Drazin inverses

We study a generalization of Jacobson’s lemma for the generalized Drazin inverse
in a ring under the assumptions bac = bdb and cdb = cac.

Theorem 2.1. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R satisfy bac = bdb and cdb = cac. Then

1− bd ∈ Rd if and only if 1− ac ∈ Rd.

In this case,

(1− ac)d = (1− acd(1− bd)π[1− (1− (bd)2)(1− bd)π]−1b)(1 + ac) + acd(1− bd)db,
(1− bd)d = (1− bac(1− ac)π[1− (1− (ac)2)(1− ac)π]−1d)(1 + bd) + bac(1− ac)dd.

Proof. Suppose that α = 1− bd ∈ Rd and β = 1−ac. By Lemma 1.1, ααπ ∈ Rqnil

and so 1− (1− (bd)2)(1− bd)π = 1− (1 + bd)ααπ ∈ R−1. Set

y = (1− acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b)(1 + ac) + acdαdb.

Then

yβ = 1− (ac)2 − acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b(1 + ac)β + acdαdbβ

= 1− acdb− acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1(1 + bd)bβ + acdαdαb

= 1− acdαπb− acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1απα(1 + bd)b
= 1− acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1(1− ααπ(1 + bd) + απα(1 + bd))b
= 1− acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b.

Because bd commutes with α, we have that bd commutes with αd, απ, and [1 −
ααπ(1 + bd)]−1. Now, from

acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bacdαdb = acd[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1απbdbdαdb

= acd[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1απαdbdbdb

= 0,
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we get

yβy = y − acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1by

= y − acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b(1 + ac)
+ acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b(1 + ac)
− acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bacdαdb

= y − acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1(1 + bd)b
+ acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bdbdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1(1 + bd)b

= y − acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−2(απ − απα(1 + bd)− απ(bd)2)(1 + bd)b
= y − acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−2(απ − απ(1− (bd)2)− απ(bd)2)(1 + bd)b
= y.

In order to verify that

β(1− yβ) = βacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b ∈ Rqnil,

let z ∈ R satisfy β(1 − yβ)z = zβ(1 − yβ), i.e. βacdαπ[1 − ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bz =
zβacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b. Since απ = απ(bd)2[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1, we have

ααπbzacd = (bd)2ααπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bzacd

= bacdααπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bzacd

= b(βacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bz)acd
= bzβacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bacd

= bzacdα(απ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bdbd)
= bzacdααπ.

From

[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bzacdααπ = [1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1ααπbzacd

= ααπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bzacd

and ααπ ∈ Rqnil, we deduce that 1+[1−ααπ(1+bd)]−1bzβacdαπ = 1+[1−ααπ(1+
bd)]−1bzacdααπ ∈ R−1. Applying Lemma 1.2, we conclude that 1 + βacdαπ[1 −
ααπ(1 + bd)]−1bz ∈ R−1 and so βacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b ∈ Rqnil.

To prove that y ∈ comm2(β), assume that uβ = βu, for u ∈ R. From

buacdα = buβacd = bβuacd = αbuacd,
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we have that buacd commutes with αd, απ, and [1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1. Using απ =
απ(bd)2[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1, we get

uacdαπb = uacd(bd)2απ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b

= u(ac)3dαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b

= (ac)2uacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b

= acd(buacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1)b
= acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1buacdb

= acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1buacac

= acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b(ac)2u

= acd(απ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1(bd)2)bu
= acdαπbu.

Therefore,
uacdααdb = acdααdbu

and
uacdbdααdb = ac(uacdααdb) = acacdααdbu = acdbdααdbu,

which gives uacd(1 + bd)ααdb = acd(1 + bd)ααdbu, that is,

uacd(1− (bd)2)αdb = acd(1− (bd)2)αdbu.

This equality and

uacd(bd)2αdb = (ac)2uacdαdb = acd(buacdαd)b = acdαdbuacdb

= acdαdb(ac)2u = acd(bd)2αdbu

imply
uacdαdb = acdαdbu. (2.1)

Set v = acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b(1 + ac). Now, by

uv = uacd(bd)2απ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−2b(1 + ac)
= acacuacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−2b(1 + ac)
= acd(buacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−2)b(1 + ac)
= acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−2buacdb(1 + ac)
= acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−2bacac(1 + ac)u
= acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−2(bd)2b(1 + ac)u
= acdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b(1 + ac)u
= vu

and (2.1), we have that uy = yu and y ∈ comm2(β). Therefore, β ∈ Rd and
βd = y.

Similarly, we check that if β ∈ Rd, then α ∈ Rd and the equality (2.1) holds. �
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Applying Theorem 2.1, we prove that 1 − bd is Drazin invertible if and only if
1−ac is Drazin invertible. When the lower limit of a sum is greater than its upper

limit, we define the sum to be 0 (for example,
−1∑
k=0
∗ = 0) and thus the next result

recovers the cases for group inverse and ordinary inverse.

Corollary 2.2. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R satisfy bac = bdb and cdb = cac. Then
1− bd ∈ RD if and only if 1− ac ∈ RD.

In this case, ind(1− bd) = ind(1− ac) = n,

(1− ac)D = (1− acd(1− bd)πrb)(1 + ac) + acd(1− bd)Db,
(1− bd)D = (1− bac(1− ac)πr1d)(1 + bd) + bac(1− ac)Dd,

where r =
n−1∑
k=0

[1− (bd)2]k and r1 =
n−1∑
k=0

[1− (ac)2]k.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, if α = 1− bd ∈ RD and ind(1− bd) = n, then β = 1−ac ∈
Rd and (1−ac)d = y, where y = (1−acdαπ[1−α(1+bd)απ]−1b)(1+ac)+acdαDb.
We can easily show that

[1− απα(1 + bd)]−1 =
n−1∑
k=0

[απα(1 + bd)]k,

which yields y = (1− acdαπrb)(1 + ac) + acdαDb. Further,
βn+1y = βn(1− acdαπrb) = βn − acdαnαπrb = βn

implies that y = (1− ac)D and ind(β) ≤ ind(α).
In a similar manner, we verify that β ∈ RD gives α ∈ RD and ind(β) ≥

ind(α). �

For n = 1 or n = 0 in Corollary 2.2, we get generalizations of Jacobson’s lemma
for the group inverse and ordinary inverse when bac = bdb and cdb = cac.

Corollary 2.3. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R satisfy bac = bdb and cdb = cac. Then:
(i)

1− bd ∈ R# if and only if 1− ac ∈ R#.

In this case,
(1− ac)# = (1− acd(1− bd)πb)(1 + ac) + acd(1− bd)#b,

(1− bd)# = (1− bac(1− ac)πd)(1 + bd) + bac(1− ac)#d.

(ii)
1− bd ∈ R−1 if and only if 1− ac ∈ R−1.

In this case,
(1− ac)−1 = 1 + ac+ acd(1− bd)−1b,

(1− bd)−1 = 1 + bd+ bac(1− ac)−1d.
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Under the conditions bac = bdb and cdb = cac, we now study Jacobson’s lemma
for the pseudo Drazin inverse.

Theorem 2.4. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R satisfy bac = bdb and cdb = cac. Then

1− bd ∈ RpD if and only if 1− ac ∈ RpD.

In this case,

(1− ac)pD = (1− acd(1− bd)π[1− (1− (bd)2)(1− bd)π]−1b)(1 + ac) (2.2)
+ acd(1− bd)pDb,

(1− bd)pD = (1− bac(1− ac)π[1− (1− (ac)2)(1− ac)π]−1d)(1 + bd)
+ bac(1− ac)pDd.

Proof. Let α = 1 − bd ∈ RpD, β = 1 − ac, and y be the right hand side of (2.2).
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we show that yβy = y and y ∈ comm2(β). Since
αkαπ ∈ J(R) for some k ≥ 0, we obtain

βkβπ = βkacdαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b = acdαkαπ[1− ααπ(1 + bd)]−1b ∈ J(R),

which gives that β ∈ RpD and βpD = y.
The converse implication can be proved similarly. �

3. Cline’s formula for Drazin inverses

To present an extension of Cline’s formula for the generalized Drazin inverse in
the case that bac = bdb and cdb = cac, we first prove an auxiliary result related to
quasinilpotent elements.

Lemma 3.1. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R satisfy bac = bdb and cdb = cac. Then

bd ∈ Rqnil if and only if ac ∈ Rqnil.

Proof. Assume that ac ∈ Rqnil and, for z ∈ R, zbd = bdz. Then

(acdz3b)ac = acdz3bdb = acdbdz3b = ac(acdz3b)

implies that 1+(acdz3b)ac ∈ R−1. Using Lemma 1.2, we deduce that 1+z3bacacd ∈
R−1. Because 1 + zbd and 1− zbd+ z2bdbd commute and

(1 + zbd)(1− zbd+ z2bdbd) = 1 + z3(bd)3 = 1 + z3bacacd ∈ R−1,

we have that 1 + zbd ∈ R−1 and so bd ∈ Rqnil.
If bd ∈ Rqnil, by [10, Lemma 2.2] (or [19, Lemma 2.6]), db ∈ Rqnil. By the

first part of this proof, we get ca ∈ Rqnil. Applying again [10, Lemma 2.2], ac ∈
Rqnil. �

Now, we can give a new generalization of Cline’s formula for the generalized
Drazin inverse in a ring.
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Theorem 3.2. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R satisfy bac = bdb and cdb = cac. Then
bd ∈ Rd if and only if ac ∈ Rd.

In this case,
(ac)d = acd[(bd)d]3b and (bd)d = b[(ac)d]2d.

Proof. Let bd ∈ Rd and y = acd[(bd)d]3b. Firstly, notice that

yacy = acd[(bd)d]3bacacd[(bd)d]3b = acd[(bd)d]3(bd)3[(bd)d]3b = y.

To check that y ∈ comm2(ac), suppose that zac = acz, for z ∈ R. Since
(bzacd)bd = bzacacd = baczacd = bd(bzacd),

bzacd commutes with (bd)d and thus

yz = acd[(bd)d]3bz = acd[(bd)d]5bdbdbz = acd[(bd)d]5bzacac
= acd([(bd)d]5bzacd)b = acdbzacd[(bd)d]5b = zacacacd[(bd)d]5b
= zacdbdbd[(bd)d]5b = zacd[(bd)d]3b = zy.

In order to verify that
ac(1− acy) = ac(1− dbdbd[(bd)d]3b) = ac(1− d(bd)db) ∈ Rqnil,

set c′ = c(1− d(bd)db) and d′ = d(1− bd(bd)d). Now, we get

bac′ = bac(1− d(bd)db) = bd(1− bd(bd)d)b = bd′b

and
c′ac′ = c′ac(1− d(bd)db) = (cac− cd(bd)dbac)(1− d(bd)db)

= c(1− d(bd)db)db(1− d(bd)db) = c′d(1− bd(bd)d)b = c′d′b.

From bd′ = bd(1 − bd(bd)d) ∈ Rqnil and Lemma 3.1, we conclude that ac(1 −
d(bd)db) = ac′ ∈ Rqnil. Hence, ac ∈ Rd and (ac)d = y.

If ac ∈ Rd, then, by [10, Theorem 2.3] (or [19, Theorem 2.7]), ca ∈ Rd. By the
previous part of this proof, we have that db ∈ Rd and

(db)d = dba[(ca)d]3c = db[(ac)d]3ac = db[(ac)d]2.
Using again [10, Theorem 2.3], bd ∈ Rd and

(bd)d = b[(db)d]2d = bdb[(ac)d]2db[(ac)d]2d = bac[(ac)d]3acdb[(ac)d]2d
= b[(ac)d]2acac[(ac)d]2d = b[(ac)d]2d. �

Using Theorem 3.2, we obtain Cline’s formula for the Drazin inverse under the
assumptions bac = bdb and cdb = cac.

Corollary 3.3. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R satisfy bac = bdb and cdb = cac. Then
bd ∈ RD if and only if ac ∈ RD.

In this case, (ac)D = acd[(bd)D]3b, (bd)D = b[(ac)D]2d, and
ind(ac)− 2 ≤ ind(bd) ≤ ind(ac) + 1.
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Proof. Applying Theorem 3.2, bd ∈ RD implies ac ∈ Rd and (ac)d = acd[(bd)D]3b.
For n = ind(bd),

(ac)n+2(1− ac(ac)d) = acd(bd)n(1− bd(bd)D)b = 0,
which gives ac ∈ RD and ind(ac) ≤ ind(bd) + 2.

Similarly, we prove that if ac ∈ RD, then bd ∈ RD and ind(bd) ≤ ind(ac)+1. �

In the following theorem, we consider a new extension of Cline’s formula for the
pseudo Drazin inverse.

Theorem 3.4. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R satisfy bac = bdb and cdb = cac. Then
bd ∈ RpD if and only if ac ∈ RpD.

In this case,
(ac)pD = acd[(bd)pD]3b and (bd)pD = b[(ac)pD]2d.

Proof. Assume that bd ∈ RpD. For y = acd[(bd)pD]3b, we get yacy = y and y ∈
comm2(ac) as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Further, because (bd)k(1− bd(bd)pD) ∈
J(R) for some k ≥ 0, we have that

(ac)k+2(1− acy) = acd(bd)k(1− bd(bd)pD)b ∈ J(R).
Therefore, ac ∈ RpD and (ac)pD = y.

In the same way, we show that ac ∈ RpD implies bd ∈ RpD. �

We remark that, for b = c in the previous results, we recover some results from
[4, 10, 20], and, for b = c and a = d, results from [2, 3, 11, 13, 15, 19, 22]. Also, in
these cases, we can get expressions for the corresponding inverses.
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